
1st Re-organization for the Step-by-step Daily 

Recovery (11.1~) 

Follow-up Response (11.29~)

□ The 2nd re-organization is postponed in consideration of the 

pandemic trend, such as the rapid increase in the number 

of confirmed cases.

◦ Promote a follow-up response plan for medical and quarantine

while maintaining the current level for 4 weeks before the

effect of booster vaccination.

□ Home-based treatment Transformation

◦ A system in which patients are admitted to a medical

institution only in exceptional case where home-treatment is

not possible.

< Standard > < Reform >
∘(Subject) Asymptomatic under the age

of 70 without reason for hospitalization,
confirmed with mild-case and agreed to

home-based treatment.

∘(Reason for Exclusion) In case

of a residential environment that

are vulnerable to infection, in case

of underlying disease, in case of

non-vaccinated person with age of

60 years old and up, in case of

co-habitation with the factors for

hospitalization.

è

∘(Subject) To all Covid 19

Confirmed Patient

- However, Hospitalization if there is

a factor for hospitalization, in the

case of a residential environment

that are vulnerable to infection, or

in need of care without guardian

(children, disabled, vaccinated person

70 years of age and up, etc.),

◦ 24 hours consultation in case of emergency, establish a hotline

for treatment, advance designation of a transfer medical institution



□ Encouraging non-vaccinated people and promptly 

implementing booster shots.

◦ Encouraging non-vaccinated people

- Resumption of advance reservations for children and

adolescents(12~17 years of age) (~‘22.01.22.), and vaccination

through School-Vaccination Institution linkage depending on local

conditions (organized by the Office of Education).

- Cooperating with the medical community and encouraging

active vaccination of the elderly who often visit medical

institutions for other treatment

◦ Implementation of Rapid Booster Vaccination

- In December is the operation for intensive vaccination period

for Seniors (60 years old and up), similar to influenza

vaccination, same-day vaccination is administered without

prior reservation.

- For all those who have completed basic vaccination over the

age of 18, booster vaccination is administered 5 months (150

days) after the basic vaccination

- Set the validity period (6 months) for the quarantine

pass(vaccination certificate), and additional vaccination are

required within 6 months to use facilities that require a

quarantine pass.

- Individual condition (disease treatment, overseas departure, etc),

group vaccinations (facilities that are vulnerable to infection, medical

institutions, etc) and those wishing to receive residual vaccines

can receive early vaccinations within 1 month compared to

the standard*standby for additional vaccinations by target group.



* (4 months after the completion of basic vaccination) 60 years old and up,

those with underlying disease, medical institutions, facilities vulnerable to

infection

(5 months after the completion of basic vaccination) 18-49 years old, age

of 50’s

(2 months after the completion of basic vaccination) for those who are

vaccinated with Janssen vaccine, for those who are of with weak immune

system.

□ Strengthen Quarantine

◦ Reinforcement of PCR testing* for facilities that are vulnerable

to infection, such as Nursing Hospitals and facilities, and it is

focused to those who have completed the additional vaccine

(booster shot).

* (Standard) 1 PCR test (when hospitalized) + 1 day waiting in isolation room

→ (Changes) 2 PCR tests (①when hospitalized, in isolation room for 3rd

day) + 4 days waiting in isolation room

- Winter Kimchi events are prohibited at leisure welfare

facilities for Elderly(Senior Center, Senior Welfare Center, etc.)
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